Manual for preparation and submission the Work
Deadline for application and participation with Work title is December
31st 2010.
Principal articles of work: title, preamble, model and methods, results
and iscussion, conclusion, literature in Montenegrin and rudiments in English
language.
Elaborate must be divided on partitions, with numbering for subtitles.
For numbering, must be used Arabic numbers like at next sample:
2. Model and methods, 2.1. Subtitle, 2.1.1. Subsubtitle,
Conclusion must imply what is Works issue or what does it suggests.
A rudiment presents conscientious reﬂection of intention, reference
and result of scientiﬁc work and it is written in Montenegrin and in English
language with allegation of keywords.
Works are written in Montenegrin or English language. Maximal Works
size is ﬁve pages of A4 format with letter size 12pt. All margins should
be each 2cm. Work should be made in MSWORD editor in US ASCII code line
(Times New Roman).
Names of authors (12pt, ‘bold italic’), induce two spaces from top margin.
In sequel after comma, induce names of institution in which the authors are
employees (‘italic’). Works title is written in capital letters (caps lock) in middle
of page, two spaces between names, in ‘bold’ size of letters 12pt. Maximal
length of title is two lines. Subtitle is written with gap of one space, between
texts. In Works, text space is 1(single). New line is made by inﬁltrating for 1cm.
With Work, it is obligation to convey rudiments in English language. Length of
rudiment is half of page A5 format, text is written in ‘italic’ font with letter size
12pt. Margins, spaces, new lines, have rules, which matter for Work as whole.
A-2. Pictures, table, formulas
Tables and pictures are retracted in text. Above table, apropos below
picture, sequel number and name (Table 3:….; Picture 2:….) in same font as
Works text. Within apropos, tables and pictures are centralized.
Formulas are written in the middle of the line with number in right side.
A-3. Literature
In the end of Work, with subtitle ‘Literature’, sequel the list of titles which
are used as literature within writing the work, in next way:
Ordinal, author, (publishing year), title (italic), publisher.
If it is a title from magazine or messenger, title is written between quotes.
Convey of Work (rudimental in Montenegrin and English language
until 31.12.2010.; whole Work until 01.03.2011.)
E-mail on address: sportmont@t-com.me
- Work in descriptive form (as ‘attachment’).
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VII CONGRESS OF MONTENEGRIN
SPORT ACADEMY
VIII INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC
CONFERENCE

Hotel “Plaža”, Herceg Novi, Montenegro
31. march - 3. april 2011.

Titles:
- Theoretical philosophical rudiments of physical culture
- Ethics in sport
- Social-economic relations in sport
- Methodology of work in sport
- New technologies in sport
- Sport and medicine
- Woman and sport
- School sport
- University sport
- Declaration of Bologna – experience and usage
- Sport in function of prevention socio-abnormal phenomenon
- Anthropological status and physical activity
- Physical education in function of children and youth development
- Management in sport
- Icon of pedagogue of physical culture
- Management in education
- Sport tourism
- Communication in sport
- Trainer (Professor)
- Game theory
- Elementary games
- Transformation processes in sport
- Sport and politics
- Business and sport
- Management of human recourses in sport
- Marketing strategy in sport and tourism
- Sport press
- PR in sport
- Sport thraumathology
- Aerobic
- Fitness
- Pilates
- Stretching
- Sport objects
- Leadership in sport
- Sport recourses
- Recreation
- Sport for everyone
- Author rights in sport
- Publish action in sport
- Sport in EU

Dear friends,
It is our great pleasure to invite you to participate
on our Seventh international congress and Eighth
international conference of Montenegrin sports
academy because we are more then convinced
that international practise need multidisciplinary
knowledge. That knowledge would be learning on
the international congresses like this one. Guarantee for this is respectful list of the participants from
diﬀerent countries that already conﬁrm their presence. This is the way to expand and not just gather
knowledge. That is our mission and our future.
Guarantee for ﬁnal success of upcoming scientiﬁc gathering is the way to show our dignity which
we have built for years under slogan: to research, to
complete research work and to publish it. You are
also witnesses that Montenegrin sport’s academy
knows modern processes and that through scientiﬁc
works which will be presented to public, not just
sport public, but even more. Without this our road
would be much shorter.
Montenegro always showed special attention and
understanding when it comes to our profession and
sport as its area of work, since it is important area
of promotion of its potentials and values as well as
aﬃrmation of the county itself.
Montenegrin sport’s academy is there to do its best
on aﬃrmation of the country and its sport potentials
and through science approach to physical education
itself. Leading scientists from the region and more
have taken part on the assemblies so far, and in our
respectable magazine for sport, physical education
and health “SPORT MONT” with international distribution and editing we have published more than
600 expert and scientiﬁc works by as much authors
and co-authors on more than 5000 pages of printed
texts that found place in all the major libraries. We
believe that upcoming scientiﬁc gathering will be
greater than any before in quality as well as quantity
and of course because of your participation in it.
Welcome to Montenegro!
President of Montenegrin Sport Academy,
Prof. dr Duško Bjelica
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